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“As important, the Gaelic maritime lore of old will be saved to be passed on to others”
Richard J. Scott, 1985
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Introduction
The boat building trade is a distinct trade here in Ireland with many traditional
craft skills dying (Waterways Ireland, 2016). Shantanu Bose (2012), argues that
shortage of a skilled traditional wooden boat-building work force is a real
problem as there is no educational support at either graduate and diploma
level to retain skilled individuals who is attracted to a more lucrative trade
(Bose, 2012, p. 357). It is on these bases that I have decided to develop an
interdisciplinary Transition Year (TY) unit to enhance motor skills and enrich
heritage knowledge.
TY programme welcomes a cross interdisciplinary approach by giving the
students an opportunity to mature with the emphasis on their development
including social awareness and social competence. It gives the students an
opportunity to enhance their technical and academic skills with a direct focus
on interdisciplinary and self-directed learning while also giving the students
the experience of adult and working life as a foundation for personal
development and maturity (Department of Education & Skills, 2020, p. 3).

Aims & Objectives
AIM
Develop an interdisciplinary Galway Hooker model-making unit for TY students,
designed to enhance motor skills and enrich heritage knowledge.
OBJECTIVES
• Conduct a literature study of the Galway Hooker in terms of origins and heritage.
• Investigate best practice for TY unit development with reference to the National
Council of Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) guidelines and related literature.
• Develop an interdisciplinary unit that incorporates the construction of the Galway
Hooker and the local heritage of boat building.
The research methodology used for the development of this TY unit is primarily
secondary research. This is an original contribution to teacher education. My
intention was to develop, implement and evaluate a cross-disciplinary TY unit,
however due to unanticipated Covid-19 restrictions, it was only possible to develop
it for use at a later stage.

Five Key Skills
In the NCCA draft handbook for schools
(2008) titled ‘Developing Transition Units’
which can be found on the NCCA website, it
gives detail of five key skills that have been
identified as important assisting senior cycle
students to become more effective learners.
When developing a TU, the NCCA provides
support and feedback to schools and
teachers. The NCCA assures that the TUs
provide a high quality educational
experience and that the TUs meet the
criteria set out by the NCCA (2008). I have
taken advantage of the professional support
and advice. Feedback is pending and will be
added at a later stage time permitting.

Transition Unit Development
Findings
In my research in the
development of different
types of TUs, one noted
that there is significant
area for improvement. In
the NCCA draft handbook
(2008), it provides an
infographic (see figure 1).
In this infographic, one can
observe that there is no
reference to technical
subjects in the segments
provided.

Proposal

Figure 1- NCCA Draft Handbook, 2008, P.19.

Figure 2- Adapted from the NCCA Draft Handbook, 2008, P.19.

I propose that in the segment of
area of study ‘top-up and tasters’
where the description of study
states “Bridging learning gaps;
stimulating interest in Leaving
Certificate courses” (NCCA, 2008,
p. 19), that the study of technical
subjects be included in examples
of transition units, either be
Construction Studies or
Engineering. This may be included
under the title of model making,
manufacturing technology, design
and manufacturing or other. This
proposal is demonstrated to the
right (see figure 2).

Howard Gardner

• Multiple intelligence is a theory that Howard Gardner
developed in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.
• Gardner’s theory is based on evidence from a wide range of
sources, disciplines, and research tradition (OASIS, 2020).
• An intelligence gives the ability to problem solve to a
relevant setting or community in which allows a situation of a
task to be achieved by taking the appropriate route to that
goal (OASIS, 2020, p. 9).
• Gardner believed that if we as humans had the same frame
of mind and only one frame of intelligence, then we as
educators could teach and assess all students in the same
way and that would be fair to all. However, Gardner
explained that when we realise that all humans have
different frames of minds, different intellectual strengths,
treating everyone with the same frame of mind is actually
being unfair to the students as it only facilitates one frame of
mind and intellectual learning style (Gardner, 1997).

Conclusion & Recommendations
1) In the development of this TY unit which is focused on the
origins and heritage of the Galway Hooker, the author has
concluded that a strong knowledge of the maritime
terminology must be obtained before conducting this TY unit.
2) Irish as a first language would be preferable but not
necessary as the module can be taught as an interdisciplinary
module and Irish class integrated to advance Oracy skills. The
author further proposes that the developed unit be
implemented in a Gaelscoil in the context of a pilot action
research study.
3) Boatbuilding skills are not essential as the module leader can
work from working drawings provided. However, a high level
of competency of skills in making and teaching strategies is
required to achieve the Galway Hooker model.

Galway Hooker Model Construction
Chief Examiner’s Report of 2009 reported that
heritage and new technologies coursework
comprised less than 10% of course work
presented for assessment. The report further
states that Ireland has a rich architectural and
craft heritage in which remains unexplored
and advised teachers to encourage students to
investigate both formal and vernacular
construction, buildings of historical
construction and traditional crafts associated.
The Chief Examiner suggests that such
investigations would provide a diverse and
rich source of material for students that would
aid them raise awareness of the importance to
conserve and maintain a rich inheritance
(State Examinations Commission, 2020, p. 41).

Bád mór, 10.5m to 13.5m (35ft
to 44ft) in length with a forward
deck. This class is rigged with a gaff
rig

Leathbhád/half
boat
is
approximately 10m (32ft). This class
is known as the Leathbhád/half
boat due to the load which it can
transport is reduced by half of the
bigger boat (Bád mór). This vessel
also uses the gaff rig.
Gleoiteog mhór, 7m to 9m (24ft
to 28ft). Similar to that of the two
previous boat classes. This vessel is
a typically an open boat but can be
fitted with a forward deck. This class
can bare two different rigs, the gaff
rig and a dipping lug sail rig more
commonly known as a púcán rig.

Gleoiteog bheag, 6m to 7m
(20ft to 23ft). This class would be
considered the smallest class of the
Hookers and again can be either set
up as gaff rig or a dipping lug sail.
The name Gleoiteog is said to have
come from the Irish word “gleoite”
which translates to the word pretty.
Púcán, 7m to 9m (24 to 28ft). A
Púcán is very similar to that of the
gleoiteog but is always an open boat
with no deck with a dipping lug sail
rig only. (Húicéirí, Galway Hookers,
2016, p. 17).

To watch construction video
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